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Issues on Chatfield Cost for WS Issues on Chatfield Cost for WS 

•• High Updated Storage CostsHigh Updated Storage Costs
•• Low Reliability, e.g. Low yield to storageLow Reliability, e.g. Low yield to storage
•• High Modification Costs to reallocate Storage High Modification Costs to reallocate Storage 

(Mitigation and Recreation Modifications)(Mitigation and Recreation Modifications)

•• We cannot effect the latter two issues, but can We cannot effect the latter two issues, but can 
effect the price charged for use of storage space effect the price charged for use of storage space 
and therefore the cost per unit of waterand therefore the cost per unit of water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main issues that drive the high cost of reallocated storage at Chatfield are:
The relatively high updated cost of storage space.
 The low reliability or yield of the new storage space, and,
The high modification costs to store additional water.  These modification costs include substantial recreation facility relocations and environmental mitigation.


There is little to nothing we can do about the yield or the modification costs.  However, we can consider a policy exception for the updated storage cost component and therefore impact the total cost per unit of water.



Chatfield Modification CostsChatfield Modification Costs

•• Environmental Mitigation    = $ 45MEnvironmental Mitigation    = $ 45M
•• Recreation Modifications     = $ 44MRecreation Modifications     = $ 44M

•• Updated Cost of Storage    = $ 34MUpdated Cost of Storage    = $ 34M

•• TotalTotal = $ 123M= $ 123M

•• $5,790 per acre$5,790 per acre--ft of storageft of storage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we are facing at Chatfield is $123 million or more in costs to Users for making up to 20,600 acre-ft of water supply available.  This amounts to about $5,800 per acre-ft.  Note that the Storage Costs, are $34M or about 27 percent of this total cost.  



Costs for Reallocated StorageCosts for Reallocated Storage 
in Corps Reservoirs since 1977in Corps Reservoirs since 1977

•• 1977 is when the 1977 is when the ““highest of four methodshighest of four methods”” policy for policy for 
determining price to charge for reallocated storage for determining price to charge for reallocated storage for 
M&I came in to effect.M&I came in to effect.

•• Updated Cost of Storage (UCS) is most common method, Updated Cost of Storage (UCS) is most common method, 
and applies to Chatfield.and applies to Chatfield.

•• Examined 82 reallocations at 29 Lakes which used Examined 82 reallocations at 29 Lakes which used 
highest of four methods.highest of four methods.

•• Average Cost per acreAverage Cost per acre--ft of storage is $470, with a range ft of storage is $470, with a range 
of $100 to $4,500.of $100 to $4,500.

•• Chatfield Updated Storage Cost is about $34M for 20,600 Chatfield Updated Storage Cost is about $34M for 20,600 
acac--ft, or $1,650 per acft, or $1,650 per ac--ft.ft.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide helps put this storage cost component in perspective.
In 1977 the Army Corps put in to place the current policy of charging the highest of 4 methods. [Revenues Foregone, Benefits Foregone, Replacement Costs, or Updated Cost of Storage]
Updated Storage Cost is by far the most common method used and is applicable to Chatfield as there are no benefits or revenues foregone, and no replacement costs as all the other purposes are maintained.
I have taken data from the IWR 2006 water supply data base, and screen through the reallocations to eliminate any that likely did not employ the highest of four methods, because they were pre-77 or for some other reason (e.g. section 322 of WRDA 90, Kansas MOU, or legislatively directed).  After screening I had data for storage amounts, the costs charged for storage, and date of WS contract for 82 reallocations at 29 lakes.  I updated all of these to current dollars (FY08 CWCCIS).
On current dollars, these ranged from about $100 to $5,100 per acre-ft of storage with an average by contract of $530.  Average by lake would be a little higher, but the range would be the same.  Updated cost of storage at Chatfield would be about $1,650 per acre-ft.  This is substantially higher than the average, but is well within the range.  Although I do have some residual doubts about some of the data, particularly the high and some of the low values in the data base, but I believe the average to be a reasonable approximation



Cost for Water ProvidedCost for Water Provided

The bigger issue at Chatfield is not so much The bigger issue at Chatfield is not so much 
the cost per acrethe cost per acre--ft of storage space, but ft of storage space, but 
rather the cost per acrerather the cost per acre--ft of water ft of water 
provided on a reliable, yearly basis, and provided on a reliable, yearly basis, and 
over time.over time.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bigger issue however at Chatfield not the cost per acre-ft of storage, but rather the cost per acre-ft of water provided on a reliable, yearly basis and over time.
In other words, the cost per acre-ft per year of yield.



Yield to Storage Relationships for Yield to Storage Relationships for 
Corps WSCorps WS

•• Most Corps WS reservoirs provide a firm or dependable Most Corps WS reservoirs provide a firm or dependable 
yield.yield.

•• Common terms for dependable yield include:  drought of Common terms for dependable yield include:  drought of 
record, 50record, 50--yr low flow, 2% chance.yr low flow, 2% chance.

•• Yield to Storage relationships for Corps WS reallocations Yield to Storage relationships for Corps WS reallocations 
generally range from about .35 acgenerally range from about .35 ac--ft/yr to 20 acft/yr to 20 ac--ft/yr for ft/yr for 
1 ac1 ac--ft of storage when using a ft of storage when using a ““dependabledependable”” yield yield 
evaluation with an average of 2.5 and a median value of evaluation with an average of 2.5 and a median value of 
1.2.1.2.

•• Chatfield would have 0 acChatfield would have 0 ac--ft/yr  for 1 acft/yr  for 1 ac--ft of storage ft of storage 
based on natural inflows, and .11 acbased on natural inflows, and .11 ac--ft/yr based on total ft/yr based on total 
inflows (all inflows (all ““manman--mademade”” inflows)inflows)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When I first got involved with Chatfield a couple of years ago through an Issue Resolution conference, I started asking a lot of questions about yield, as the district was providing information indicating that yield for the 20,600 ac-ft was about 7000 ac-ft per year.  I thought this rather low.  Then I found out that this was average yield and not dependable yield.  When I asked about dependable yield, people stared at me with eyes crossed. 
Most Corps reservoirs with WS provide a firm or dependable yield.  An estimated amount of water that can be withdrawn from storage during the critical period.
Common measurements of dependable yield include: drought of record, 50-yr low flow, 2% chance, 98% reliability, 7 day-10 year low flow.
Again, drawing on the IWR WS database, I looked at yield of the 29 projects and 82 contracts, and found that yield varies considerably.  Ranging from about .35 ac-ft/yr to over 20 ac-ft/yr for 1 ac-ft of storage, when using a dependable yield evaluation.  Average is about 2.5 acr-ft/yr of yield for 1 ac-ft of storage, by contract.  By reservoir, the average and mean values would probably be a bit higher.
I soon learned that Chatfield would have 0 ac-ft of yield based on natural inflows.  However, some of the users would have return flows or transfers of water they could put in to Chatfield from other sources.  Thus they would have “man-made” flows during dryer years that they could store and draw upon based on their water rights.  This “man-made” flow amount to 2,380 acre-ft.  Thus I have surmised that because of the man-made flows, Chatfield could have a dependable yield of about .11 ac-ft/yr for every 1 ac-ft of storage.



Reasons for Low Yield to Storage at Reasons for Low Yield to Storage at 
ChatfieldChatfield

•• Basin has 14 inches of average annual Basin has 14 inches of average annual 
rainfallrainfall

•• Pool (below 5432 Pool (below 5432 mslmsl) is dedicated to ) is dedicated to 
Recreation, Fish and Wildlife, and prior Recreation, Fish and Wildlife, and prior 
water rights.  Lower pool cannot be water rights.  Lower pool cannot be 
reallocated.reallocated.

•• New WS attains only New WS attains only ““incrementalincremental”” yield of yield of 
storage between 5444 and 5432 storage between 5444 and 5432 mslmsl..

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reasons for Low Yield to Storage at Chatfield:
The basin is relatively upstream of Chatfield and has only about 14 inches of rainfall a year on average.
 The pool below the current conservation elevation of 5432 msl is dedicated to Recreation, Fish and Wildlife, and prior water rights.  In fact, the Corps had to enter in to agreements with the State of CO and Denver in 1979, to fill the pool with some of Denver’s water right sources so that there would be a pool for the recreation.  The lower pool cannot be reallocated due to the need for a recreation pool and Denver water rights.
 The new WS would attain on the incremental yield of storage between 5444 and 5432.  The next slides explain this point further.



Water Supply in a Water Supply in a 
Multipurpose ProjectMultipurpose Project 
(Typical)(Typical)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 First and foremost, I want to impress upon you that with respect to water supply (M&I or AG) the Corps contracts for use of storage space.  The Corps does not sell water.  The Corps does not obtain water rights.  Rights to make use of water are a State Responsibility.

The slide depicts how water supply is normally included in a reservoir.  It is not a horizontal slice or zone.  But is rather an undivided share of what is commonly referred to as the Conservation pool.  Above the inactive pool that is generally for sedimentation and at HP storage projects, for head, and below the flood control pool.
WS shares in whatever yield is available from their share in the storage space in proportion to their percentage of the conservation pool.



Water Supply in a Water Supply in a 
Multipurpose ProjectMultipurpose Project 
(Chatfield)(Chatfield)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 First and foremost, I want to impress upon you that with respect to water supply (M&I or AG) the Corps contracts for use of storage space.  The Corps does not sell water.  The Corps does not obtain water rights.  Rights to make use of water are a State Responsibility.

The slide depicts how water supply is normally included in a reservoir.  It is not a horizontal slice or zone.  But is rather an undivided share of what is commonly referred to as the Conservation pool.  Above the inactive pool that is generally for sedimentation and at HP storage projects, for head, and below the flood control pool.
WS shares in whatever yield is available from their share in the storage space in proportion to their percentage of the conservation pool.



Costs Per AcreCosts Per Acre--Foot Per Year Foot Per Year 
of Dependable Yieldof Dependable Yield

•• Examined 82 reallocations at 29 Lakes Examined 82 reallocations at 29 Lakes 
which used highest of four methods.which used highest of four methods.

•• Average Cost per acreAverage Cost per acre--ft/yr is $230, with a ft/yr is $230, with a 
range of $50 to $980.range of $50 to $980.

•• Chatfield Updated Storage Cost per acreChatfield Updated Storage Cost per acre-- 
ft/yr $14,300.ft/yr $14,300.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, in comparing Chatfield to other Corps reservoirs with reallocated water supply, the differences in cost per acre-ft of yield are much more dramatic than costs per acre-ft of storage space.  Of the 82 reallocations as 29 lakes, we find that the Cost per acre-ft/yr of yield ranges from about $50 to $3,300, with an average, by contract of $270 per acre-ft/yr.
While at Chatfield, because of the relatively high cost of storage and the very low yield to storage ratio, Updated Storage Costs would be about $14,300 per acre-ft/yr of dependable yield.  More than 4 times the highest of any other Corps reallocation.

So, we began to look at potential means of making adjustments to UCS to see if we could come up with an approach that dealt with the lack of reliability.



Alternatives Considered for Alternatives Considered for 
Adjusting UCSAdjusting UCS

1. Percent Time (in years) WS Storage is used 1. Percent Time (in years) WS Storage is used 
based on Natural Inflowsbased on Natural Inflows

2. Percent Storage used based on Total Inflows2. Percent Storage used based on Total Inflows
3. Percent Storage used based on Natural        3. Percent Storage used based on Natural        

InflowsInflows
4. Dependable Yield based on Total Inflows4. Dependable Yield based on Total Inflows

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alternatives Considered for adjusting UCS based on reliability considerations.  Many alternative approaches were  considered to make adjustments to updated cost of storage to reflect the low yield/reliability of the storage space.  This slide presents the basic concepts quantified in the final array of alternatives.
Percent time in years over the 59 year period of record in which natural inflows are captured in the 20,600 acre-ft storage space allocated to new WS.
 Percent of the new WS storage space utilized over the period of record making use of total inflows which include both natural and “man-made” inflows.  This is the same as average use of storage.
 Percent of the new WS storage space utilized over the period of record based on only natural inflows.  This is the same as average natural yield of the storage space.
 Dependable yield of the new storage space based on total inflows including natural and man-made.



Alternatives ConsideredAlternatives Considered 
Factual Factual ““givensgivens””

•• 59 year period of record 59 year period of record –– 1942 1942 –– 20002000
•• 20,600 ac20,600 ac--ft of storage each yearft of storage each year
•• 1,215,400 ac1,215,400 ac--ft of storage over the period ft of storage over the period 

of recordof record
•• Water Rights and Priorities of 15 UsersWater Rights and Priorities of 15 Users
•• Some users have ability to Some users have ability to ““make flowsmake flows””
•• Updated Cost of Storage = $34MUpdated Cost of Storage = $34M

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provide “Rick’s” water summary sheet.
We have a 59 year period of record, 1942-2000 with known inflows.
Have estimated in each year, how each of 15 potential users would store and make use of inflows captured in the 20,600 ac-ft of storage space based on the stream flows and their water rights and priorities.  Over this 59 year period of record there is the physical potential to store 1,215,400 acre-ft of water, if it is available.
Some users have the ability to “make flows” or put waters in to Chatfield from return flows and transfers from other sources.
And Updated Cost of Storage is $34M



Alternatives ConsideredAlternatives Considered 
Results in Percent of UCSResults in Percent of UCS

1. Percent Time in years 1. Percent Time in years -- Natural Inflows =  83% Natural Inflows =  83% 
2. Percent Storage Used 2. Percent Storage Used -- Total Inflows = 41%Total Inflows = 41%
3. Percent Storage Used 3. Percent Storage Used -- Natural Inflows = 33%Natural Inflows = 33%
4. Dependable Yield for Total Inflows = 11%4. Dependable Yield for Total Inflows = 11%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alternatives Considered Results expressed as percent of Updated Cost of Storage:
1.  Percent of Time Storage Space is used over the period of record based on natural inflows. -  In 10 of 50 years, no natural inflows are captured in the new WS storage space.  Thus in 49 of 50 years = 11%  [Note, some years only a small portion of the storage space is utilized.  For example in 24 of 59 less than 10% of the space is used including the years of 0 utilization]
Percent of Storage Used based on Total Inflows (natural and man-made) 
	503,788 ac-ft / 1,215,400 ac-ft over 59 years or 8,539 ac-ft / 20,600 ac-ft annual average = 41%
Percent of Storage Space Used based on Natural Inflows
403,517 ac-ft / 1,215,400 over 59 year period or 6,839 ac-ft / 20600 ac-ft annually = 33%
Dependable Yield based on Total Inflows (natural and man made) = 11%
2,379 ac-ft minimum yield / 20,600 ac-ft of storage 



Alternatives ConsideredAlternatives Considered 
Results expressed inResults expressed in 

Adjusted Updated Cost of StorageAdjusted Updated Cost of Storage
1. Percent Time Used Natural Inflows =  1. Percent Time Used Natural Inflows =  

$28M$28M
2. Percent Storage Used 2. Percent Storage Used -- Total Inflows = Total Inflows = 

$14M$14M
3. Percent Storage Used 3. Percent Storage Used -- Natural Inflows = Natural Inflows = 

$11M $11M 
4. Dependable Yield for Total Inflows = 4. Dependable Yield for Total Inflows = 

$4M$4M

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide shows the application of the Adjustments to the $34M UCS



Alternatives ConsideredAlternatives Considered 
Results expressed inResults expressed in 

Cost Per AcreCost Per Acre--Ft/Year YieldFt/Year Yield
1.1. Percent Time Used Natural Inflows =  Percent Time Used Natural Inflows =  

$ 11,760 $ 11,760 
2. Percent Storage Used 2. Percent Storage Used -- Total Inflows = Total Inflows = 

$ 5,880$ 5,880
3. Percent Storage Used 3. Percent Storage Used -- Natural Inflows = Natural Inflows = 

$ 4,620 $ 4,620 
4. Dependable Yield for Total Inflows = 4. Dependable Yield for Total Inflows = 

$ 1,680$ 1,680

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide shows cost per acre-ft per year of dependable yield (2,380 ac-ft) after adjustments.



Recommended AlternativeRecommended Alternative

Recommend Alternative 2 Recommend Alternative 2 –– Updated Cost of Updated Cost of 
Storage adjusted by Percent Storage used based Storage adjusted by Percent Storage used based 
on Total Inflowson Total Inflows
> 41% of UCS = $14 Million> 41% of UCS = $14 Million
> $680 per acre> $680 per acre--ft of storage spaceft of storage space
> $1,640 per acre> $1,640 per acre--ft/yr of average yieldft/yr of average yield
>  $5,880 per acre>  $5,880 per acre--ft/yr of dependable yieldft/yr of dependable yield

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the $ 680 per acre-ft of storage is more in line with the average of $530 for all other reallocations.  And the $5,880 per acre-ft/yr of dependable yield is still above the highest of $3,300 for other reallocations.



Rationale for RecommendedRationale for Recommended 
Adjustment in UCSAdjustment in UCS

•• No Federal Costs for ImplementationNo Federal Costs for Implementation
•• Accounts for all inflowsAccounts for all inflows
•• Helps make WS more affordable for UsersHelps make WS more affordable for Users
•• ““PricePrice”” for storage is more in line with other for storage is more in line with other 

reallocationsreallocations
•• Considers the reliability and utility of the storage Considers the reliability and utility of the storage 

space.space.
•• Maintains policy of selling storage, not waterMaintains policy of selling storage, not water



ASA Approval MemoASA Approval Memo 
22 Jan 200922 Jan 2009



ASA Memo to DCWASA Memo to DCW 
27 Jan 200927 Jan 2009
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